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1 Introduction to Galactic Positrons

The 511 keV $\gamma$-ray line from electron positron annihilation was first detected coming from the Galactic center region in the 1970’s with balloon-borne telescopes [31, 35]. After almost 50 years of observations, the origin remains an enigma. Instruments have measured an extended region with a flux of $\sim10^{-3} \gamma$/cm$^2$/s towards the center of the Galaxy [61], making it the strongest persistent diffuse $\gamma$-ray line. The distribution of emission is unlike any other wavelength. Over the decades, scientists have been aiming to determine the sources of Galactic positrons, but still lack for a clear answer. While $\beta^+$-unstable nucleosynthesis products, such as $^{26}$Al and $^{44}$Ti, could possibly explain the disk emission [57], they fail to account for the excess of positrons in the Galactic Center (GC) region. Thus, many Galactic sources have been proposed as the possible birth-site of these positrons: millisecond pulsars [4, 70], low-mass X-ray binaries [56, 72], neutron star mergers [23], stars [9] and their supernovae (SN, [3, 17]), pair-plasma jets from Sgr A* that produced the Fermi bubbles [61], and dark matter (DM, [11]). However, the nature of the source(s) of positrons is still unresolved and highly contested [49]. This remains one of the major puzzles in $\gamma$-ray astrophysics over the last half-century.

The longstanding problem of the unknown source of Galactic positrons could be solved within the next decade. To make progress in the field, the community calls for a wide-field (>2 sr), direct imaging, $\gamma$-ray telescope with an all-sky survey mode of operation. Specifically, the science requires a telescope with good angular resolution ($\sim1^\circ$), excellent energy resolution ($\sim1\%$ FWHM) within a range of $\sim200$ keV to a few MeV, and at least an order of magnitude improvement in narrow-line sensitivity ($\sim10^{-6} \gamma$/cm$^2$/s), with an enhanced sensitivity to low surface brightness emission. From an all-sky image with such an instrument, the following measurements can substantially advance our understanding of Galactic positrons:

- map the 511 keV line and positronium continuum over the whole sky with high significance
- spatially resolve the annihilation spectra for different regions of the Galaxy
- measure the in-flight annihilation spectrum $>511$ keV to constrain positron injection energy
- map the $^{26}$Al 1.8 MeV diffuse emission and the 1.157 MeV line from $^{44}$Ti in SN to understand contributions.

These measurements will help constrain positron propagation distances, distinguish between source models, and perhaps determine what proportion of Galactic positrons come from different sources.

The origin of Galactic positrons is not only an interesting puzzle in itself, but determining the true birth sites of the positrons allows the 511 keV emission to be used as a tool to further study the source and environment in question. The technology is currently available to make significant progress in our understanding of Galactic positrons, and in turn, increase our understanding of the role of pair plasma in the formation of jets and winds from compact objects [7, 8, 10, 20, 63], the escape of cosmic rays in supernova remnants [76], and observations can provide tighter constraints for the interaction cross section of the dark matter particle [5, 6, 64].

2 Current Observations

The coded-mask spectrometer SPI aboard the INTEGRAL satellite [69] provides the most accurate spectrum of positron annihilation to date. In addition to the line at 511 keV, it also precisely measured the three-photon annihilation continuum <511 keV from the intermediate bound state of an electron with a positron - positronium [46]. From measurements of the line-shape as well as the ratio between the 511 keV line and the positronium continuum, it has been determined that >95% of positrons annihilate at low energies (∼eV) compared to their injection (≳MeV, [5, 6, 64]), and via charge exchange with interstellar gas in warm phases of the ISM [30]; see Figure 1. Consequently, positron annihilation can be used as a tool to understand the propagation of low-energy cosmic-rays, as well as the conditions in different phases of the ISM.

![Figure 1: Using 1 year of SPI data, Jean et al. [30] compare the measured 511 keV line profile with derived spectra in different phases of the ISM as calculated in Guessoum et al. [25] to conclude that Galactic positrons predominately annihilate in warm ionized and neutral phases.](image1)

While initial measurements with balloon-borne experiments only detected the bright bulge of the Milky Way in 511 keV emission [2, 35], INTEGRAL/SPI was able to measure a contribution from the Galactic disk [61, 65]. As SPI is a coded-mask telescope, the morphology of the diffuse 511 keV emission is derived through a model-fitting approach and remains very uncertain. Even after 17 years of data, the bulge shape is not well constrained and the thickness and extent of the low surface brightness disk are not well determined; see Figure 2. SPI is not strongly sensitive to structures that are larger than its 16° field of view and observations has been strongly concentrated along the Galactic plane; therefore, any high-latitude emission or a possible halo contribution are not easily detectable.

Though SPI has performed spectral characterization of the 511 keV line profile that will be difficult to fundamentally improve upon, the limited ability to measure large scale diffuse emission has left many open questions. Furthermore, as the total positron annihilation rate depends on the assumed emission morphology, the Galaxy-wide positron annihilation rate is also not well constrained (2–5 × 10^43 e+/s). Therefore, the key to advancing our understanding is a model-independent all-sky image and detailed mapping of characteristic/prominent regions.

![Figure 2: The most recent spatial model derived from INTEGRAL/SPI observations [61]. The central bulge emission is modeled with narrow and broad Gaussian components, with a point source consistent with the GC. The disk emission is fit with a latitude extent of 25° FWHM; this is significantly different that the previous thin-disk model by Skinner et al. [65].](image2)


3 Possible Sources of Galactic Positrons

The $\beta^+$-decay of stellar nucleosynthesis products was first proposed as a primary source of Galactic positrons soon after the initial discovery of the 511 keV line [15], and it still remains the only confirmed contributing source. The 1.8 MeV line from the decay of $^{26}$Al, which is produced in large quantities in hydrostatic and explosive nucleosynthesis [16, 74], was the second Galactic $\gamma$-ray line to be detected [39, 53]. With the measured 1.8 MeV flux, it was found that the $^{26}$Al decay rate corresponds to positron production which is $\sim$10–20% of the estimated Galaxy-wide rate [18]. $^{44}$Ti is a second positron-emitting isotope that is released into the ISM by massive stars [68], but there is more uncertainty in the yields due to unknown SN explosion details [38, 75]. The $^{56}$Ni decay chain, which is produced in vast quantities in Type Ia SN, is another possible contributor to the population of Galactic positrons; however, with a limiting half life of 77 days, a major uncertainty is the fraction of positrons which escape the SN explosion region [42]. $^{26}$Al, $^{44}$Ti, and $^{56}$Ni together can possibly account for the Galaxy-wide rate of positron production; however, the longstanding problem with nucleosynthesis sources is how the observed 511 keV spatial distribution is accounted for considering the dearth of star formation in the bulge.

Microquasars are another proposed source of Galactic positrons that have a long and varied history in the field. The “Great Annihilator” (1E 1740.7-2942) was observed by SIGMA [43, 67]; however, the reported claims of 511 keV $\gamma$-rays was later refuted [66]. More recently, the detection of a broadened 511 keV line from microquasar V404 Cygni [63] has also been controversial [58]. In microquasars, positrons can be created through pair-production in the hot inner accretion disk, in the X-ray corona, or at the base of the jet [36, 51] and predicted rates of 511 keV emission from the brightest microquasars should be detectable with a next-generation instrument [26].

The spatial distribution of the 511 keV bulge emission is tantalizingly similar to the expected DM distribution in the Milky Way [19, 44]. There are various means of DM positron production [28, 45, 52], but the most “natural” scenarios are direct annihilation of low-mass DM particles ($\lesssim$3 MeV; [6]) and decay of weakly-interacting massive particles [55]. A recent attempt at measuring 511 keV emission from the 40 known Milky Way dwarf galaxies has found a single 3$\sigma$ signal [62], but a more sensitive instrument is required to constrain the DM contribution of the emission.

A key piece of the puzzle is the unknown distance that positrons propagate between their point of production at MeV energies [6, 64] until their annihilation at $\sim$eV [30]. The question of propagation has been the subject of numerous studies with various assumptions and level of computing [3, 27, 29, 41, 50], and the details remain elusive. The most detailed simulations to date find that positrons travel on average $\sim$1 kpc and thus the morphology of the 511 keV emission should be strongly correlated with the source distribution [3]. As a result, the authors conclude nucleosynthesis alone cannot be the main source of Galactic positrons as the simulated spatial distribution is inconsistent with the SPI images. The question of the positrons propagation remains highly debated and will benefit from an improved image of the 511 keV emission.

There are also intriguing similarities between the 511 keV emission and the GC excess at GeV $\gamma$-ray energies ($>$10$^6$ keV) as observed by the Fermi-Large Area Telescope (LAT) [1, 14]. The GeV excess and the bulge component of the 511 keV emission have roughly comparable spatial morphologies; they are both roughly spherically symmetric, extend about 5–10$^\circ$ about the GC, are consistent with a uniform spectrum, and peak strongly toward the GC [71]. These similarities suggest a common origin which has been explored by different theoretical models [17, 21, 24].

3
Figure 3: Simulated imaging results of the entire Galactic plane \((l = \pm 180^\circ, b = \pm 25^\circ)\) for 2-years of an AMEGO mission. The positron map is a combination of the SPI model from Skinner et al. [65] and the expected contribution from nucleosynthesis based on the COBE DIRBE 240 \(\mu m\) emission map. The \(^{26}\text{Al}\) decay map also uses 240 \(\mu m\) as a tracer. The sensitivity of AMEGO was calculated through full Monte-Carlo simulations in MEGAlib [77] for a NuStar-like orbit.

4 Potential Results in the Next Decade

A next-generation, wide-field (>2 sr) imaging telescope with an all-sky observing strategy and excellent energy resolution (~1%) is needed to progress our understanding of Galactic positrons. Though Compton telescopes have an inherent limit on the angular resolution of \(\sim 1^\circ\) at 511 keV [79], the technology provides a more direct imaging technique and better signal-to-noise than a coded-mask imager. Since the launch of CGRO/COMPTEL in 1991 [60], significant progress has been made in Compton telescope technology [12, 32, 59], data post-processing [77], and imaging techniques [73, 78]. There are now Compton telescopes in different mission classes and various stages of design and development that can significantly improve upon our current understanding of the MeV sky and positron annihilation, in particular:

AMEGO - probe-class concept All-sky Medium Energy Gamma-ray Observatory
https://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/amego

COSI-SMEX - SMEX-class Compton Spectrometer and Imager
http://cosi.ssl.berkeley.edu

The AMEGO concept is a large scale mission with broad science goals, but nonetheless is well suited for diffuse imaging of \(\gamma\)-ray lines. The success of the COSI balloon payload funded through the APRA program, which is competitive despite its smaller size due to its excellent energy resolution, proves the technology for progress is ready and available [33, 34].

Figure 3 shows the expected spatial distribution of the 511 keV emission and the related \(^{26}\text{Al}\) 1.8 MeV distribution as measured by AMEGO after 2-years of the mission. In this image, the 511 keV emission is a combination of the bulge model from Skinner et al. [65] and a disk based on the COBE DIRBE 240 \(\mu m\) map which is used as a tracer for nucleosynthesis.

What are the main sources of Galactic positrons? Is the 511 keV emission truly diffuse? Is there a halo component? As is suggested by Figure 3, a lot can be learned from a direct all-sky image of the emission. Though improved resolution may help to find point sources and better map the possible fine-structure emission in the Galactic center region, an all-sky map with \(\sim 1^\circ\) degree resolution still can address many of the open science questions. A Compton imaging telescope could constrain the disk emission height, confirm whether the morphology of the annihilation signal is truly diffuse, and potentially reveal new structures, which then leads to better understanding
of possible source contributions. There is thought to be a low-surface-brightness halo component, which would change the total positron annihilation rate significantly, and regardless of the angular resolution, with an all-sky observing strategy this contribution could be constrained. Additionally, an improved continuum sensitivity <511 keV will allow for an image of the positronium spectral component with much higher statistics than the annihilation line.

**How far do positrons travel before annihilation? How much do nucleosynthesis sources contribute to the population of Galactic positrons?** As the decay of $^{26}$Al is known to contribute to the Galactic population of positrons, comparing the observed spatial distribution of the 1.8 MeV $\gamma$-ray line and the mapped 511 keV distribution in specific $^{26}$Al hotspots, such as Cygnus, Scorpius-Centaurus, or Orion-Eridanus, will provide direct observational constraints on the propagation of positrons in the ISM. In addition, the evaluation of positron transport properties in isolated regions of the ISM allows for an investigation of low energy particle propagation and ISM dynamics [48]. For example, the 1.8 MeV line has been detected from the Cygnus complex [40] and one would expect a corresponding 511 keV flux of $\sim 6 \times 10^{-5} \gamma$/cm$^2$/s in a $\sim 10^\circ$ region if the positrons annihilate quickly; the emission would be more extended if positrons propagate. In addition, the current maps of $^{26}$Al from COMPTEL [53] and SPI [13] can be improved with any of the above listed telescopes (narrow-line sensitivity $\sim 10^{-6} \gamma$/cm$^2$/s at 1.8 MeV) which will allow for a better direct comparison. Likewise, a map of the $^{44}$Ti 1.157 MeV emission along the Galactic plane could shed light on the positron contribution from $^{44}$Ti decay without relying on the uncertainties in SNe explosions and yields.

**How is the positron annihilation environment different throughout the Galaxy?** Comparing the spectral line shapes and positronium continuum in different regions of the Galaxy can lead to further understanding of the annihilation conditions, the phase of the surrounding ISM, and could potentially lead to information about different sources of positrons. An instrument with excellent energy resolution (<1% FWHM) would be needed to measure absolute line shapes, but with a more moderate energy resolution ($\sim 3\%$) one can still learn from the relative ones, for example, in the bulge region versus the disk. This has been attempted with SPI [61], but without direct imaging it is difficult to disentangle the emission.

**What is the positron injection energy? What is the upper limit on the mass of a possible contributing light DM particle?** A 1-2 order of magnitude improvement in the continuum sensitivity between 511 keV and a few MeV with a next generation instrument will allow one to measure the in-flight annihilation spectrum, which would reveal the birth spectrum of positrons as they are injected into the ISM [6]. The limits on initial energy are currently set by COMPTEL and SPI and have eliminated positron source candidates, e.g. proton-proton interactions in cosmic rays [54], and could differentiate between pair-production or nucleosynthesis sources. This measurement also defines the upper limit of a possible light DM particle that is considered as a possible source of Galactic positrons [5, 6, 64].

The next decade is the opportune time to have new observations of Galactic positron annihilation. The knowledge of the ISM and high energy pair producers like microquasars will soon be significantly improved thanks to radio (SKA, ngVLA) and X-ray surveys (eROSITA). Gaia has provided a much better grasp on stellar populations, and high-energy sources and compact objects have been scrutinized like never before (Fermi, CTA, LIGO/Virgo). Solving the positron mystery with better imaging data could add important new constraints that would not only help with our understanding of nucleosynthesis, but also constrain the physics of supernova explosions, the formation of black-hole jets and the properties of dark matter.
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